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ABSTRACT 
Designing body games, games in which the main source of 
enjoyment comes from bodily engagement, is not an easy 
task. This article reports on a holistic design approach that 
considers the social and physical setting of the activity as 
design resources, together with the technology. We 
introduce the concept of embodied sketching as a method to 
gauge how different configurations of resources make for a 
good design. We report on the experience of using 
embodied sketching in exploratory workshops with 
children, as a way to co-create design ideas. The 
explorations were based on simple games implemented in a 
technological prototype, which allowed organizers and 
children to collectively explore game variations by 
changing the rules of the game, the physical configurations, 
and the roles of players. We report on our takeaways from 
four workshops at four different schools in three different 
countries.  
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INTRODUCTION 
As part of the Kathmandu Kids Workshops organized 
within the Advances in Computer Entertainment (ACE’12) 
conference held in Nepal, we organized a co-creation 
workshop with the goal of promoting creativity and 
experimentation through exploration and play, as a way to 
empower local children to actively influence research and 
design in the domain of entertaining technologies [4]. These 
workshops were held during the conference in two schools 
outside Kathmandu, which represented opposing ends of 

the socio-economic spectrum that characterizes Nepal: the 
Ullens School, a private school with well-equipped 
classrooms, and the Shree Rudrayanee School, a free school 
run by the government with very basic facilities [4].  

Preliminary observations from ours and similar workshops 
held in parallel can be found in [4], reporting general 
impressions about differences and similarities between both 
schools. Some of these were anticipated, e.g. a higher 
impact of the novelty effect at Shree Rudrayanee, and a 
more fluent usage of the technology at the Ullens school. 
Some similarities were unexpected, e.g. the children’s quite 
similar approach to exploring the mechanisms behind the 
technology, and how creative they were [4]. We also 
discussed possible reasons for these observations, such as 
the difference in exposure and access to technology, the 
different styles of teaching at both schools, and the 
difference in English proficiency. 

In this paper, we add to our corpus of data with workshops 
held at two other locations, the Sofia School in Stockholm 
(Sweden), and the Rico Cejudo School in Seville (Spain). 
We extended our initial observations in [4] with a detailed 
video analysis, focused on the identification of interesting 
play patterns that emerged as a result of the on-the-fly 
reconfiguration of available design resources by researchers 
and players. We report on interesting insights that our 
results yielded, stressing in particular how this form of 
exploratory workshop, which we call embodied sketching, 
helps to understand possible configurations of design 
resources that work to support certain types of play 
engagement.   

BACKGROUND  
We locate our work under the broad umbrella of embodied 
and gestural interactive games. In this arena, we have 
witnessed a huge fascination among research and industry 
regarding new interfaces [13,14,29,30], and a very 
welcoming response from what became an expansion of the 
gaming audience. However, the initial thrill dissipated, with 
a big decrease in purchases of gestural interfaces [7,23]. 
Initially, the technology limitations were primarily put to 
blame, with issues like the failure to capture much of our 
movement repertoire [3]. This brings tensions between what 
can be ‘sensed’, what a particular game asks for (‘the 
desired’) and our natural and expressive movements (‘the 
expected’) [3], which frequently results into solutions that 
constrains too much the freedom of movements [21,33].  
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Research drawing from phenomenological and situated 
perspectives (e.g.[25]) pin these trade-offs on to positivistic 
understandings of action – as something that can be 
specified, represented and modeled, detached from the 
social context in which the activity unfolds [25].  

Yet the ‘social factor’ is one of the major reasons for 
players’ appeal to multiplayer games [8,10,16,38,39]; It has 
plenty of positive effects associated, including higher 
engagement, arousal, affect, and positive emotions 
[10,16,27].  

In addition, we should consider the potential of social and 
spatial factors for shaping the situated experience, which is 
well documented [10,15,18,19]. However, to this day we 
are still missing conceptual models, methods and tools for 
designing meaningful co-located social and physical play. 

APPROACHING THE CHALLENGE 
Our approach to addressing the challenges of designing 
movement-based games is to consider the design space of 
body-games as something that includes as design resources 
the technology, as well as socio-spatial elements. Particular 
examples of such resources are explicit instructions, 
collective rules negotiation, the arrangement of players, the 
placement of displays and resources for monitoring of 
actions and effects, and the spatial configuration of physical 
and digital objects so that they promote joint action, 
orientation, monitoring, and interaction.  

Designing games with this approach typically involves 
designing a play activity by distributing tasks and roles that 
sustain the activity among the parties involved, including 
both digital and non-digital artifacts and participants. By 
distributing tasks among different objects and subjects in 
the space, we also distribute attention in a more balanced 
way [20] than when the technology sustain the whole 
activity [40], which usually results in artifact-focused types 
of interactions [34]. 

Although we believe in the potential of this holistic 
approach, in practical terms it adds to the inherent difficulty 
of designing for play [29].   

An important contribution to our work is that by Sturm, 
Bekker and their group [2,31], researching open-ended 
designs and their ability to trigger engagement and 
creativity in children. However, this work does not consider 
the socio-spatial configuration as design resources. Game 
design research is also inspirational, with their established 
range of design experiments, including both evocative and 
evaluative trials [41], in order to elicit essential design 
qualities.  

EMBODIED SKETCHING  
When we take the socio-spatial configuration into account, 
different design variations involve different arrangements, 
tasks, and roles of the available design resources. Over the 
years, we have developed a method for playtesting this, 
which we have called embodied sketching.  

In embodied sketching, one design resource is fixed, 
usually a version of the technology, and the sketching 
centers on in-situ variations with the rest of the design 
resources at hand. In the particular workshops reported in 
this paper, we modified and let the participants (children) 
modify the rest of the design resources to adapt the game to 
“make it work” in terms of togetherness, playfulness, and 
fun. The technology that we used was the same as in [21], a 
hybrid and mobile game platform, the Oriboo (See Fig.1), 
and two of its implemented games.  

The fixed technology resource 
The first game, ‘Dance it’ (DI) is a goal-oriented game that 
keeps track of and scores your movements. It is a single 
player game in which the Oriboo asks you to perform  
movements (of a repertoire of eight), one after the other. 
Each well-performed movement adds to the score, and after 
three movement errors, the game ends. Previous work with 
the Oriboo shows that DI encourages artifact-focused 
interaction and static play, due to the way guidance and 
feedback is presented (through the Oriboo’s small display) 
[34]. In response to this issue we created the second game, 
“Make My Sound” (MMS), a more explorative game 
without predefined rules or goals: the Oriboo just plays 
different music loops in response to qualities of the player’s 
movement. The game is able to distinguish between slow, 
fast, and jerky movements. 

In the workshops, these games were used unchanged. Then, 
in order to encourage an overall awareness of the social and 
spatial context around the game, we played variations that 
introduced changes in the socio-spatial setup. We turned 
‘Dance it’ (DI) into a collaborative multiplayer game in 
which groups of children, placed along a line or a circle, 
had to pass one Oriboo within their group. Each child 
would perform a movement with the device and then pass it 
to the next player. The difficulty and need to access and 
share a small display was meant to add a bit of spice to the 
gameplay. This game was called ‘Collaborative Dance it’ 
(Coll-DI). We also created a multi-sided competitive 
version of the same game, in which two groups would 
compete with one another in the way described above, to 
get the highest score (Com-DI for short).  

As for ‘Make My Sound’ (MMS), we planned to playtest 
three versions. ‘Make My Sound – Solo’ (MMS-S) was a 

  
“intersection of material and digital – traditional toys and digital 
games” [37]. Picture by Jonas Kullman. 

The Oriboo by Movinto Fun is 
an interactive toy for children, 
which is able to recognize 
movement and to provide 
feedback through light (its two 
LEDs eyes), sound, and its own 
movement along its leash. It 
can be considered a hybrid 
product in the sense that it is a 
play device that belongs to the  

Figure 1. The Oriboo 



single player game in which the children were asked to 
move so that they triggered one sound of the repertoire. For 
‘Make My Sound – Group’ (MMS-G) the children were 
grouped and placed in a circle, and they were asked to 
“sound” like someone else in the group. The final version 
of this game was ‘Make My Sound – blind’ (MMS-B), in 
which the children were blindfolded and told to choose and 
continuously produce one sound they liked from the 
repertoire. Then, they had to find their way around the 
classroom and group with those playing the same sound.  

METHOD  
All four workshops followed the same structure: in the 
middle of the room and covered by a big cloth, we piled up 
as many Oriboos as children in our workshop. After 
introducing ourselves, and asking some demographic 
questions [4], we invited the children to uncover the 
Oriboos. It followed a time of free play; they could play any 
of the simple games implemented in the toy. Then, we 
would play our games, starting with DI and its variants. We 
recorded the workshops with one static camera to capture 
an overview of the room, and a moving gopro camera for 
close-ups.  

Data from the workshops were analyzed following a 
qualitative approach. We first run the videos from the first 
two workshops, and looked at interesting play patterns that 
emerged during the workshop. This gave us an initial 
coding scheme, which was refined based on related work. 
We observed different types of play that could be related to 
well-known characterizations of play, like those by Piaget, 
Zimmerman, and Ermi and Mäyrä [9,26,29,37]. We came 
up with the categories of challenge-based play, and 
evocative play. The latter included also sensorimotor play 
and pretense play. Then we coded moments of immersion 
and fun, which we then contrasted with Lazzaro’s types of 
fun [17].  Next, we transcribed accounts of key moments of 
fun, and analyzed them in relation to the games and the 
socio-spatial configuration, with a particular eye to the 
players’ distribution of attention. We also took notice of 
different usages of the technology (e.g. different holdings). 
Finally, we noted moments in which either the researchers 
or the participants modified the games, paying special 
attention to how they did so, why, and how this impacted 
the gameplay.   

OUR TAKEAWAYS 
Due to space constrains, we will only focus on elucidating 
interesting insights that our results yielded, including 
examples of particular cases that illustrate our points. 

Characterizing play 

Classical characterizations fall short 
We found useful to borrow some terms from classical 
characterizations of play for the coding of play patterns. For 
example, we characterized play in Rudrayanee and Sofia as 
mainly sensorimotor and exertion-based; whereas the play 
activities in Ullens and Rico Cejudo were more competitive 
(specially at the last school) and challenge-based (See 

Fig.2). However, we were reluctant to accept some of the 
theoretical aspects underpinning these classifications 
without reservations. For example, the fact that 
sensorimotor play is characteristic of a ‘functional or 
practice play’ stage [26], i.e. that the type of play that we 
saw in the Rudrayanee and Sofia schools would be 
indicative of children being in an early development stage. 
It is true that children in the Sofia school were the youngest 
in our study groups1, but we weren’t that comfortable with 
the implications for the former.  

First of all, and although the obvious preference of children 
at Rudrayanee for exploring the physicality and 
interactivity of the toy (sensorimotor play), this type of play 
was also present in the other schools. Like Matusov and 
Hayes [22], we also question the single directionality of 
such play phases (in Piaget’s theory there is one clear 
developmental direction (i.e. the child is supposed to 
“advance” or “progress” from one stage to the next) [22]).  

Second, there were obvious communication issues in 
schools were sensorimotor play was dominant [4]. Finally, 
at Rudrayanee there was also a very different level of 
experience with technology compared to other schools, 
which we think influenced children’s gameplay [4], which 
is not surprising [1,28] – In [1] for example, expert players 
(children) are shown to be at a likely advantage when 
playing with novice adult players.  

We therefore resonate with critiques to Piaget’s theory that 
draw from a sociocultural perspective, in particular with 
regards to its universality, its directionality, and its de-
contextual character [22].  

Games as structure 
Taking a design stance, we find useful to see games as 
designed structures around which play emerges. The shape 
and interactivity of the Oriboo offers a clear structure 
around which play unfolds, e.g. children’s talking to the toy 
(Rudrayanee), or competing with their Oriboos to see which 
one climbs faster (Rico Cejudo), or hitting their friends with 
the toy (Sofia). We think that the players’ understanding of 
this structure is key for their being able to own and 
                                                             
1 Children at Sofia were 7-8 years old, 11-12 years old at 
Ullens, 8– 12 at Rudrayanee (fifteen children were older 
than 10 years old, one child was 8 and another was 9). 
Finally, everyone at Rico Cejudo was 11 years old. 

Figure 2. sensorimotor play at Rudrayanee (left) and 
competitive and challenge-based at Ullens (right) 



appropriate their games to suit their needs. Regardless of 
the complexity of games that the children played, we were 
able to see appropriation of rules at all four schools, in one 
way or another: From the girls in Rudrayanee not caring 
about their scores in one game and freely dancing instead, 
to the girl who repeated her turn to allow her friend to reach 
the Oriboo on time at Ullens, to the children at Sofia 
holding together the Oriboo to play Coll-DI, to the creation 
of the racing game at Rico Cejudo.  

When a game presents a more complex social structure that 
cannot be enacted unless demonstrated and explained (like 
our game variations), a good communication with the 
players is essential. This did not happen at Rudrayanee. 
Hence, the more complex game variations were discarded 
and the exercise became focused on games that did not 
require our mediation. These were games that the children 
themselves invented that exploited the physical properties 
of the toy and its interactivity, and therefore involved 
sensorimotor play.  

Regarding classifications of fun, we found useful some 
recognized terms for labeling behavior. E.g. Using 
Lazzaro’s types of fun, we would characterize all of the 
sessions as illustrative of people fun, hard fun, and easy fun: 
We saw many instances of challenge-based immersion, 
which is characteristic of hard fun, with children 
overcoming obstacles and trying to score in DI (all the 
schools), or trying to get the toy to climb faster (Rico 
Cejudo). There were also many instances of children 
engaging in open explorative play, characteristic of easy 
fun. For example, children at Sofia engaged in very 
expressive and performative moves. Also at Rudrayanee, 
children were thrilled to explore the shape and function of 
the Oriboo.  

However, these characterizations also overlook important 
contextual considerations. For example, all of these forms 
of fun fail to capture the strong social engagement that we 
observed. E.g. a girl at Ullens ,at a time of hard fun with the 
game DI, interrupted her play to suggest a move to (or to 
laugh at) another child, or children helping one another, 
sharing their use of the Oriboo, and laughing together.  

What we feel that is missing in these categorizations is a 
contextual account of the situation, in particular with 
regards to the socio-spatial configuration of play. We think 
that future research needs to address more how certain 
types of fun or modes of play happen and why they happen, 
and not only the fact that they happen.  

Hybridity allows for multiple types of play 
We associate the sensorimotor style of play with a strong 
focus on the “the affordances for material play – the tactile, 
spatial and physical experiences it can provide” [35]. 
Games around the core games implemented in the Oriboo 
could be considered heavily influenced by the digital 
material. However, even in those cases, the physical 
affordances of the toy shaped and influenced the gameplay 

– e.g. the way the children negotiated their turn during  
Coll-DI was as much influenced by the timing implemented 
in the DI game, as by the fact that the children had hand 
over the device holding it in a certain way. 

We see this tightly tied to the concept of hybrid play in the 
field of digital gaming and toys [35]. Hybrid toys trigger 
play experiences with both the digital and the physical 
material, both of which are intertwined (to a greater or a 
lesser extent depending on whether these realms are 
experienced simultaneously, and on how much one depends 
on the other) [35]. This resonates with a view of the game 
experience that is not just shaped by the technology, or the 
artifact, but also by other socio-spatial factors [21]. 

Embodied sketching as a method 
The exploratory method we employed allowed us to create 
different idea sketches on the go – understanding sketches 
as different configurations of roles, tasks, and 
configurations of technology and players. At Ullens, we 
saw how the researchers were able to turn the explorative 
game MMS (children’s trying out different sounds) into a 
challenge-based game, by introducing new rule (children 
had to keep a smooth type of sound while moving around in 
the space).  

Loads of research has dealt with the concept of flow [6,36], 
and how to balance challenge and skills so that games are 
engaging for certain target groups [5,11,12,24,32]. This 
research typically involves technology implementation, 
controlled studies experiments, and algorithm tweaking to 
get to the desired effect. In our workshops, we were able to 
tweak our games on the fly to make them more engagement 
and fun, by introducing rules that suited the children’s skill. 
We see in our approach a valuable tool to include early in 
the design process, avoiding much time and effort in 
implementation and testing.  

Finally, with this type of explorative study, we introduce a 
very important facet of co-creation with the children. We 
have seen that, in cases when they were able to understand 
the designed structure of the activity, they tended to own 
and change it to their own liking, which is a very valuable 
asset from a design perspective.  
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